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NBC News’ unparalleled reach, combined with its exceptional portfolio of media platforms, provides advertisers unprecedented access to an ideal consumer base. Through NBC News’ extensive properties, TODAY, NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt, and Meet the Press with Chuck Todd–advertisers can directly target an upscale, educated, and influential audience across platforms through linear, digital, mobile, and social.
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“The federal judge overseeing President Trump’s tax case quickly orders Trump’s attorneys and the Manhattan
Lil Nas X, Dolly Parton and Lena Waithe will appear at the first-ever virtual GLAAD Media Awards on July 30.

RT @thereportnbc: @ellisonbarber brings us inside a medical center in South Carolina that’s struggling to keep up with one of the fastest-…

A federal judge in Indiana late Friday issues an order blocking the U.S. government's plan to resume feder…

A Colorado man faces felony and misdemeanor charges after allegedly waving a gun at a Latino couple for making a U-…